growing into
your future

Some independent agents have proven there’s a more
consistent way to grow—using connection instead of
interruption. By putting this concept to work, you can send
your agency soaring into the future.

A better way to grow

You’ve been tricked. Experts probably told you growth is about getting more leads. More clicks. More
views. More ads. There’s a better way. We’ve seen it proven year after year by our fastest growing agents.

Connection vs. interruption
It’s a basic concept: Most ads are viewed by consumers as an interruption to
whatever they’re currently doing. Those ads are usually talking about price, and you
might see them in print, on the Internet, TV or hear them on the radio. High growth
agents aren’t using those channels. Instead, they’re focused on growing through
connection.
Connecting with clients and prospects means they learn about who you are and what
you stand for. When clients find out your kids go to the same school or how you’ve
supported the community, they begin to trust you because they can relate to you as a
person rather than a vehicle to purchase insurance.

Connection builds relationships which builds growth
Safeco® didn’t come up with this concept. Our most successful agents did.
We regularly survey our fastest growing agents to see what’s working for them, and
our growth programs are built based on the success they’ve had implementing:
·· New customer welcome kits
·· Referral programs
·· Cross-sell programs
·· Digital relationship builders
Among the 700+ agents we surveyed, two groups of high growth agents stood out*:
·· 240 who have over $1M with Safeco grew their policies in force (PIF) by 26%
·· 480 who have $250K-$1M with Safeco grew their PIF by 56%
The only difference between your agency and theirs? They’ve figured out growth is
about building deep relationships with their clients and community.

Your Safeco Ignite™ rewards include easy-to-use referral
programs, cross-sell programs, social media ideas and more.
Find them now at safeconow.com/ignite
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